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In a commrIuniqué issued at the close of

the tWO-daY Ottawa Economic Summit,

July 21, world leaders stated that "the

fight to bring down inflation and reduce

unemployrnent" mrust be their highest

p riorities.
The "need to revitalize the economies

of the industrial democracies ... and streng-

then world prosperity" was the prirnary

challenge addressed at the meeting, stated

the communiqué, excerpts from which

follow:
"...We must involve our peoples in a

greater appreciation of the need for

change: change in expectations about

growth and earnings, change in manage-

ment and labour relations and practices,

change in the patterni of industry, change

in the direction and scale of investment,

and change in energv use and supply.
"We need in most countries urgenttv

to reduce public borrowiflg; where our

circumstallces permit or we are able to

make changes withifl the limits of Our

budgets, we will increase support for pro-

must also accept the role of the market in
our ecoriomies. We must flot let transi-
tional measures that may be needed to
ease change become permanent forms of
protection or subsidy.

-We see low and stable monetary
growth as essential to reducing inflation.
lnterest rates have to p'ay their part in
achieving this and are likely to remain
high where fears of inflation remain
strong. But we are fully aware that levels
and movements of interest rates in one
country can make stabilization polîcies
more difficuit in other countries by in-
fluencing their exchange rates and their
economies. For these reasons, most of us
need also to rely on containiment of

budgetary deficits, by means of restraint

in government expenditures as necessary.
it is also highly desirable to minimize
volatility of interest rates and exchange
rates; greater stability in foreign exchange
and financial markets is important for the
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